
Wrecking a VCR for Parts
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Above: Three old VCRs that are no longer in working order.
In  the  not-too-distant-past,  video  cassette  recorders  (VCRs)  were  relatively
commonplace,  with almost every home having at least one unit,  but since Digital
Television has become the standard, VCRs are fast becoming a rarity.  However, if
you  still  have  a  good  working  VCR,  it  can be  put  to  good  use  to  record  High
Definition Digital Television signals, simply by connecting its  AV input to the AV
output  of an HD Set Top Box and programming the VCR to record from the AV
input. The Set Top Box is then left on or programmed to turn on at the required time.

The author has such an arrangement, using a VCR/DVD Player. The VCR's output
goes to an AV switch-box, which has another of its inputs connected to a Standard
Definition Personal Video Recorder (PVR), which is the main receiver for the 20 year
old Dietron CRT TV which is still providing reliable service after two minor repairs
over its lifetime. There has been no need to replace these still functioning units as yet.

But what if your VCR has died or it's chewing tapes. It's certainly not economical to
have the unit repaired these days, with the high cost of servicing, the complex nature
of a VCR, the rarity of spare parts and the limited usefulness of the unit. It's cheaper
and more practical to just go out and purchase a new PVR, which is a more user-
friendly idea than the author's arrangement. So, what to do with the old VCR? Well,
you could just simply toss it in the recycling bin, or you could wreck it for parts.



What useful parts are in a VCR? Well, it depends on the brand and age of the VCR.
Older VCRs are usually larger and much more complex and have a lot more wiring.
More recent models are generally somewhat smaller, less complex and also have less
wiring than the older models. If you have a very recent VCR, you might find that
there is very little inside it, compared to the older units. It's a case of new technology
and miniaturisation, as happens with most types of electronic equipment.

Above, we have pictured three older VCRs, so let's have a look inside them and see
what useful bits and pieces are worth salvaging before the rest of the useless junk gets
binned. It goes without saying, but always make sure that any piece of electrical or
electronic equipment is disconnected from the power, before you remove any covers.

The first step in accessing the inside, is to turn the unit over and take off the bottom
plate (where present). This is usually secured by about six screws. Next, turn the unit
back over and remove the top cover, which is usually held on by between two and six
screws. We can then see what's inside the unit and then work out the best way of
dismantling it to retrieve any useful parts.
The picture below shows what you will see on the inside of the National VCR, which
dates from about the mid 1980's. It is quite cluttered with very little spare room. This
unit has a conventional power transformer and several separate circuit boards with a
large number of wires running between various points. This type of unit will take a
considerable amount of time to dismantle, however, it  will result in a much larger
selection of useful parts from the process than from newer models.

Above: The inside of the National VCR, which dates from about the mid 1980's



As technology progressed, VCRs evolved to have far fewer circuit boards and thus
the  need  for  large  numbers  of  wires  connecting  various  boards  diminished.  This
evolution of VCRs can be seen over time, when comparing very old machines to very
new machines. The very latest VCRs typically only have one or two circuit boards,
however, the tape mechanism has not changed very much over the years.

The VHS standard was introduced in 1977 and persisted until the early 21st Century,
when digital formats saw the demise of VCRs and manufacturing of VCRs has now
all  but  ceased,  with  very  few  manufacturers  still  making  VCRs  now.  The  VHS
Standard meant that any VHS video tape could be recorded in any VCR and then
transferred to any other VCR and played.

This meant that the mechanism for recording and playing the tapes remained fairly
similar over various brands and models over the life of the VHS Standard. Therefore,
no  matter  how  new  or  old  the  VCR  is,  the  tape  mechanism  will  take  up
approximately the same amount of room and will be of a very similar design.

The picture below shows the inside of the TEAC VCR, which probably dates from
about the late 1980's. It has less wiring and is less cluttered than the older National
unit,  with  more  room inside  the  case.  This  unit  also  has  a  conventional  power
transformer and several circuit  boards,  but  with  far  fewer wires running between
various points. The selection of parts from this unit will be less than from older units,
but the dismantling process will be easier and quicker.

Above: The inside of the TEAC VCR, which is probably from around the late 1980's



The picture below shows the inside of the Sharp VCR, which probably dates from
about the early 1990's. It is a much simpler design than the two older units and has
less wiring and more room inside the case. This unit has a switch-mode power supply
and less circuit boards than the older units. It is shown with the PCB swung up into
the servicing position to reveal the components that would normally be hidden by the
PCB when in operational mode. Dismantling of this unit will be  quicker and simpler
than the two older units, but will result in fewer conventional components. It does,
however, have a good selection of SMD parts underneath three of the circuit boards.

Above: The inside of the Sharp VCR, which is probably from around the early 1990's
So, where to start with the dismantling process. Firstly, remove the front panel, which
is usually held on by clips and/or screws. Then have a good look around the inside of
the VCR. Continue by removing the topmost circuit boards first, which are usually
held in by clips and/or screws. Disconnect any wiring to the boards as you go and
then continue with the other circuit boards. Often, the wiring harness will be soldered
to one circuit board and plugged to another. Plugs can be removed at one end and the
wiring can then be removed along with the circuit board.

When processing the circuit boards at a later time, the wires can be cut off the circuit
board, or in the case of a soldered-in-connector, it could be useful to de-solder the
connector and leave it connected to the wire for later use in a project. In this case, it
would also be necessary to remove the socket from the other circuit board that the
wire  was  previously  plugged into,  to  provide  a  modular  connection system for  a
project, to enable circuit boards to be more easily removed when necessary.



Once  the  circuit  boards  have  been removed,  the  cassette  mechanism can then be
removed. Some units will require the loading mechanism to be removed first, before
the cassette mechanism can be removed. The loading mechanism may be held in by
around four screws and could be attached to the case or to the cassette mechanism.
Once the loading mechanism is removed (if necessary), the cassette mechanism can
be removed. This is usually attached to the case by three or four screws, which may
be difficult to see, but may be near the corners or the middle of the base at the edge.

With all the components removed from the case, the case and covers and any other
unwanted parts can be binned. Any steel can go into the recycling bin and any plastic
which has a recycling triangle and number can also go into the recycling bin if your
local council collects that type of plastic, otherwise, it can go into the regular bin.

Now to salvage anything useful from the circuit boards and the cassette mechanism.
There will usually be three motors in the VCR, one loading motor, one capstan motor
to move the tape and one drum motor. The loading motor is usually a conventional
DC motor  and can be useful for  a project,  however,  the  capstan motor and drum
motor are probably too specialised to be of any use to the average person, but these
can be  stripped for  parts  and will  usually yield  some bearings,  a  shaft  and some
aluminium and brass that could be useful if you have a lathe. Sometimes you will
find a good magnet, but other times, the magnet will be too weak to be of any use.

The cassette mechanism will usually have a variety of different springs, screws and
other useful parts which can be removed and stored for later use. The circuit boards
can be processed by using the blowtorch method to remove the components and the
leftover bits and pieces can be binned.

Here's what we got from this recycling exercise:

Above: The rear of the Sharp PCBs, showing the SMDs that could be salvaged. 



Above: This is the selection of parts recovered from the Sharp VCR. 
From the Sharp VCR, we got the following parts:
1  –  switch-mode  power  supply,  which  unfortunately,  is  not  working.  It  will  be
assessed later for possible repair or wrecking for parts.

10 – PCBs with the following parts for later removal:
103 – small electrolytic capacitors,   34 – assorted small transistors,   1 – red LED,
36 – assorted capacitors,   10 – assorted inductors,   15 – tactile switches,
12 – assorted trim-pots,   2 – crystals,   1 – 3 position slide switch,
36 – assorted self-tapping screws,   48 – assorted machine screws,   4 – circlips,
2 – nuts,   5 – plastic ring-clips,   8 – assorted washers,   several gears and pulleys,
1 – D.C. loading motor with gears,   several sets of hookup wire,   3 – cable ties,
2 – PCB hinges,   1 – piece of high density foam,
From wrecking the capstan motor and the drum motor, we got the following parts:
2 – bearings,   1 – bush,   2 – shafts,   2 – weak magnets,   2 – pieces of brass,
2 – pieces of aluminium.
Also, on the back of the three largest PCBs were a large number of earlier type SMDs
which could be useful for a project or repair. If these were needed, they would need
to be removed carefully before the through-hole components were removed with a
blowtorch,  or  some  of  the  through-hole  components  could  be  removed  with  a
soldering iron and solder sucker as required.



Above: This is the selection of parts recovered from the TEAC VCR. 
From the TEAC VCR, we got the following parts:
1 – power supply with outputs of  +12VDC,  +18VDC,  +55VDC, -24VDC, -30VDC 
This small power supply could be useful for test purposes, however, it would need to
be housed in a case and a three core mains cable and plug fitted. The current two core
mains lead and plug were used in the VCR because of the double-insulation, but in
order to safely use this supply it must be earthed.

16 – PCBs with the following parts for later removal:
83 – small electrolytic capacitors,   31 – small transistors,   3 – 5V regulators,
26 – assorted capacitors,   2 – BCN connectors,   4 – ½W resistors,   2 – crystals,
23 – tactile switches,   10 – assorted trim-pots,   1 – 2 position slide switch,
2 – PCB mount potentiometers,
30 – assorted springs,   13 – assorted self-tapping screws,   6 – nuts,   4 – circlips,
77 – assorted machine screws,   22 – assorted washers,   5 – plastic ring-clips,
2 – DC motors,   4 – limit switches,   2 – rollers,   2 – rubber feet,
2 – pieces tinted plastic,   1 – sheet plastic insulation from under the PCB,
Assorted hookup wire,   12 – assorted pieces of ribbon cable,

From wrecking the capstan motor and the drum motor, we got the following parts:
2 – bearings,   2 – shafts,   1 – bush,   2 – pieces of Aluminium,   2 pieces of brass.



Above: This is the selection of parts recovered from the National VCR. 
From the National VCR, we got the following parts:

1 – Small power supply with unregulated outputs of +12VDC, +18VDC, +20VDC,
+55VDC, -55VDC. This power supply could be regulated to provide several useful
voltages, but it would need to be housed in a case and fitted with a three core mains
cable and plug for safety. It must not be used unless it is earthed.

11 – PCBs with the following parts for later removal:
125 – electrolytic capacitors,   112 – ceramic capacitors,   56 – greencap capacitors,
88 – small transistors,   45 – inductors,   20 – trim-pots,   9 – tactile switches,
3 – 2.3V 3.3F supercaps (unfortunately, one has a lead corroded off),   1 – piezo,
5 – 2 position switches,   1 – 3 position switch,   2 – BCN connectors,   hookup wire.

5 – circlips,   19 – “C” clips,  7 – PCB stand-offs,  6 – cable tidies,   8 – PCB hinges,
2 – PCB stand-off/clips,   3 – screw-on cable ties,   1 – limit switch,,   1 – STK5361,
38 – sets of hookup wire with connectors,   3 – wires with screw terminals,  5 – nuts,
4 – assorted optical devices,   2 – DC motors,   1 – DC loading motor with gears,
A bunch of gears and pulleys,   25 – assorted springs,  81 – assorted machine screws,
65 – assorted self-tapping screws,   35 – assorted washers,   3 – tinted plastic,

1 – front panel with: 16 – tactile switches,   2 – 2 position switches, 
1 – 3 position switch,   3 – PCB mount potentiometers

From wrecking the capstan motor and the drum motor, we got the following parts:
1 – good strong magnet,   2 – bearings,   2 – shafts,   1 – bush,   2 – pieces of brass,
4 – pieces of aluminium.



The variety and quantity of useful parts salvageable from a VCR will depend on the
exact brand and model of VCR that you have and will vary somewhat from the VCRs
that we wrecked here. It may be surprising just how many useful parts are inside a
VCR and it  is  well worth the effort to salvage these parts  before the now useless
machine is binned. These parts can be sorted and stored for later use.

Depending on your available  time,  it  might  be more  practical to  store the  circuit
boards  for  later  component  retrieval,  as  they  do  not  take  up  very  much  room,
compared to storing the entire VCR in one piece.  The cassette mechanism on the
other hand, does take up quite a lot of room and it would usually be more practical to
remove any useful parts from it before binning the frame.

As with any salvaged parts, always test any component before using it in a project or
a repair. If you can't test a component one way or another, then don't use it. There is
no point in using a possibly dodgy component in a project or a repair and potentially
introducing a fault that wasn't there previously.

Another worthwhile exercise in salvaging useful parts from a now useless piece of
electronic equipment and saving just a bit more from going into landfill.


